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About CampusPro

AIIM Advantage

Transition is a way of life. AIIM’s ‘CampusPro’ program
prepares you for transitioning from campus life to
corporate life. It has been carefully designed keeping in
mind expectations that the corporate world has from
you.

Managed by a team of professionals with rich
experience in the corporate sector, AIIM EduSys Pvt.
Ltd. (AIIM) is dedicated to helping students make a
successful transition from the campus to corporate
sector.

Every year just a select few fresh graduates and
management students enter the corporate world. The
remaining struggle, at times for months and years, for
getting a suitable job. For employers, a large number of
these graduates and post graduates are seen as
unprepared for the job and hence unemployable. In
which category do you want to be? Think about it.

Our objective is to enhance the knowledge, skills and
competence of our trainees and prepare them for the
lucrative job opportunities in the corporate sector.

CampusPro is a program specifically designed to
enable you to make a successful, smooth and stressfree transition from the casual lifestyle of college to
prestigious corporate corridors. This program will
create a sound foundation from which you can launch
your career and instil in yourself the ethics, attitudes
and confidence essential to become an effective
member of a professional team. Most importantly,
CampusPro will enable you to present yourself as an
attractive candidate to a future employer. With this
program, you can aim to get ahead in a competitive
world.
CampusPro covers resume writing, interview skills,
group discussion, corporate grooming, workplace
attitude, email & telephone etiquette, internal &
external interactions, personal effectiveness &
confidence building. In addition, you will learn how to
solve various aptitude topics like quantitative aptitude,
logical reasoning, verbal ability etc.
This will prepare you for competitive exams, which is
conducted by many large and leading employers as a
part of their recruitment process.

Having successfully trained and placed hundreds of
students in good jobs, we understand the requirements
of the corporates and hence can help students prepare
themselves for good careers.
We are guided by the professional expertise and
valuable experience of our Advisory Board, consisting
of eminent persons. They have made significant
contributions in making our programs industry
relevant.
The faculty consists of experienced trainers with rich
domain expertise, who make it an enriching learning
experience for all our students.

CampusPro USP
Even though CampusPro is a short duration program,
it is designed in a manner that adds significant value to
the trainee. This program will:

 Prepare you well for good corporate jobs.
 Give you an advantage while appearing for
competitive exams.

 Refine your personality, boost your confidence to
make you stand out from the crowd.

 Fine tune your communication & presentation
skills.

